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● Co-Facilitators: 

○ Grouping/structuring of proposals controversial 
○ Co-facilitators hands are tied if people can’t agree 
○ Last night people said they needed mind yoga 
○ G77+China huddled pre-meeting 
○ Have any of these convos generated ideas for a way forward? 

● Australia: 
○ *Part of their proposal is displayed on the screen* 
○ Co-Facilitators note was useful in eliciting response from room yesterday 
○ Got idea of what parts people were comfortable/uncomfortable with 
○ Some suggested too much content, or not streamlined 
○ Wonderful analogies about losing weight, fat, flesh, etc. 
○ Other parties worried about their views not being reflected 
○ Some uncomfortable with the way clusters were being represented 
○ Recommendation to parties: 

■ Shortened/streamlined chapter 1.1 
■ Attachments: input from parties on substantive elements of information         

labelled in input from party/group X and replicated in full, placed           
alphabetically 

■ Shortened/streamlined chapter 2.1: 
■ Attachments: 
■ Input from parties on specific elements of account, labeled as input from            

party/group and replicated alphabetically 
○ Replacing clusters 1.2, 1.3, 2.2, 2.3 
○ Because those clusters weren’t inclusive of all views out there 
○ Suggest that they are placed in main body of the preliminary note 
○ Under substantive elements: cluster 1.1, and specific elements, cluster 2.1 
○ Diverse views on how much of those clusters should be placed on substantive             

headings 
○ Accounting cluster, different level of comfort/discomfort compared to info cluster 
○ Suggest taking cluster 2.2 and ask secretariat to streamline cluster, by retaining all             

concepts/views, but streamline duplications 
○ In non substantive elements, any duplication could also be streamlined in a            

likewise manner 
○ How much you think cluster 1.1 and 2.1 should be retained 
○ How parties’ inputs are attached/added to this particular note 



○ Not all of accounting but just specific substantive elements, all views must be             
attributed to parties in some way and listed 

○ Welcome comments from others 
● Co-Facilitators: 

○ Thank you to all parties who engaged in all that hard work. 
● Marshall Islands 

○ Fundamental part of preliminary material for informal, everything up until page           
10 would stay as it was, then cluster underneath the inputs from different parties. 

○ Like under features where we have current list, is this a title? 
● Australia 

○ No I don’t mean that this is it, I mean everything we saw in front half of                 
preliminary note is retained in full, streamlined in front half of it. 

○ Parties’ inputs are attached to the rest of that document, and those parties’ inputs              
are also untouched, so no  synthesizing of their inputs. 

● China/LMDC 
○ Appreciate Australia’s effort in proposal of preliminary thoughts on the way           

forward 
○ This approach will give an equal burden for both parties, and you as             

Co-Facilitators to work in parallel over beautiful weekend tomorrow 
○ Co-Facilitators should streamline and shorten the points in the tool from page 1 to              

page 10, but at the same time keep the key concepts on the paper. 
○ For parties our work is to do some homework to provide focus elements in a               

bullet point manner to inject parties input only after subtitle “substantial           
elements” and “specific elements” after accounting 

○ Find council next week to get together to see if it works and what it will look like 
○ 2nd point: 
○ Whether or not we need attribution to specific groups/parties who provide input in             

the text 
○ Inputs by group/party/banana, inputs by group/party/apple 
○ We’re reluctant to accept attribution, confused because we will just accept a            

negotiating text? 
○ We should all find equal footing 
○ Next year we can discuss bones and flesh in a constructive manner 
○ This input is just 1 party’s input, it won’t prejudge final structure 
○ Each party will have a nickname 
○ Awkward if not nicknamed? 
○ Another issue is the placement of parties’ views 
○ We cannot accept any appendices 
○ Attachment, or just some stuff after caveat paragraph 



○ 3rd issue: 
○ Shortened version of cluster 1.1, 2.1 
○ According to my understanding there are differing views on whether or not we             

need to engage in clusters 1.1, 2.1 
○ Think about it in neutral manner 
○ If we do that there will open up another procedural debate next session 
○ Propose to drop clusters 1.1, 2.1 
○ This point could cover key points in 1.1, 2.1 in different manner, and could              

protect each and every one of us and help provide equal footing 
● Co-Facilitators 

○ We've been talking about flesh and bones, but we could have birds or cats or other                
animals to build submissions 

○ Did I understand right that you're not in favor of having a shortened versions of               
appendices 1.1, 2.1? 

● China 
○ Yes 

● PNG 
○ We’re a bit confused, co-chairs 
○ Support Marshall Islands’s questions views on behalf of AOSIS,  
○ Uncomfortable looking at this doc on the board 
○ Most authentic document before us currently is formal note that aggregated all            

parties’ submissions and views, diligently organized by the Co-Facilitators 
○ A number of parties were willing to work with us but no reactions about it until                

right now. 
○ We’re uncomfortable with document presented to us by solely 1 party, would be             

ok with it if it came from a roundtable of many parties 
○ Could we close this document and hear from the floor views on how to move               

forward? 
● Co-Facilitators 

○ All parties are entitled to give their views 
● Russia 

○ Thanks Australia for tremendous efforts to streamline the texts and enhance its            
user-friendliness 

○ In our view the Australia proposal is a constructive one, and furthermore we             
believe that it's in line with the Paris Agreement that has been signed 

○ Were prepared to engage with this prop further and wed be able to accommodate              
the concerns of all parties within this proposal 

● Switzerland 



○ I don’t want to comment fully on it but we have questions like Marshall Islands               
did 

○ Question for China: you want 1.1, 2.1 to be replaced by all submission coming in?  
○ What would you china expect as being the main issue next May in Bonn? 

● Saudi Arabia 
○ Thank you Australia 
○ Welcome the opportunity to engage on this proposal now I have a clear idea of               

how to proceed forward 
○ 1 clarification to seek: in original Australia proposal, they proposed that 1.1, 2.1             

would remain as appendices, would the party/group inputs be captured as an            
appendix to the main document? 

○ Share view with China on 1.1, 2.1. 
○ We’ve identified mistakes in 1.1, 2.1, only mistakes in language capturing ideas            

that have been delivered on various occasion that we've met here. 
○ Most accurate way in capturing divergences of views and core principles in            

submissions 
○ Engage on these options and views in clear/concise manner, parties’ views will be             

captured/refold in document, and then engage on this document in Bonn in May 
● Co-Facilitators 

○ 1 proposal is to integrate shortened version into main text under info and             
accounting, respectively 

○ Other proposal is to delete clusters entirely 
○ Is that right? 
○ It’s a Saturday night and we’re requested to finish work by Tuesday at noon. 
○ Weather bad tomorrow anyways. 

● India 
○ Seeing some convergence 
○ Agree with china, should capture parties views in clusters 

● Brazil 
○ We've been discussing all week on if we could engage on text about blocking              

other parties views as being expressed, which isn't a constructive way to work. 
○ We need clear understanding of who and how would shorten clusters? 
○ Us and Uruguay couldn’t move between session with just a copypasta of sections             

1.1, 2.1. The headings of those appendices prejudge the content below, and aren't             
the best way to structure the discussion 

○ Flexible about including those clusters, or maybe just appendices 
○ With regards to attribution, we don’t care 
○ Would be comfortable with giving mandate to sec to cut duplications from pages             

1-11 



○ Flag from start that this group's’ option not refl in features section 
○ How could we get to that shortened list to struct or discussions in the next               

session? 
○ We understand that what's in 2.1 is as everybody's’ views, there's some heading of              

that cluster that there's no disc to be had of the agenda items. It’s really not our                 
place to discuss some of them but I will not put out those details now. 

○ China proposed some parallel work and we could engage in that? 
● Co-Facilitators 

○ Who will do the streamlining? If you mandate us to do so, we will do it. If not,                  
then it's up to parties’ decisions 

● China/LMDC 
○ Answer to Switzerland: from short term perspective, purpose of our proposal is to             

reflect all parties’ views about this matter, therefore I think this is also my answer               
to the purpose of this session, and it makes me tired to think about something that                
will happen in half a year 

○ We proposed to drop those clusters because we don't want to engage in debate on               
what to do with various parts of the text, that would be a waste of time 

○ DDD method aka “Triple D” 
■ 1. Digest this text, understand specific elements proposed by groups.          

Apple means china, panda means what? Guess what nickname stands for? 
■ 2. Discuss something based on this solid material, parties could debate           

with each other, “hey, in these inputs we couldn't agree, and this points             
cross our redline” that's the marriage of some kinds of materials refl all             
parties’ options and views. More tangible, concrete engagement with each          
other 

■ 3. Develop some kind of reaching proposal and some kind of way out. 
● Marshall Islands 

○ Just to clarify, if we do go down this route, do we streamlined this, and who does                 
it, and what would they do? (ref to 1.1, 2.1) 

○ Don’t understand what value this approach adds 
○ Only difference would be having attachments instead of clusters, but we see that             

as being exactly the same. 
○ For us it becomes extremely important to know who would do it, and what would               

they do? 
○ I don’t have mandate from group to do anything but very light redundancy             

streamlining. 
○ Wouldn't be acceptable to us to end up with just a list of bullet points 
○ With that understanding, if it was just that, i think we could allow Co-Facilitators              

change that. 



● Ethiopia 
○ We usually move super slow or super fast 
○ We could work on not having the annexes, and having 1.1, 2.1 as references 
○ We don’t have enough time to reflect on it, now we see there are things missing 
○ We want to see them as part of the info, not annexes 
○ I don’t know how we’d streamline 1.1, 2.1 
○ Going to make 2nd iteration, or come back with this format with our inputs. 
○ Don't want them called annexes 
○ Parties’ already have their views captured, 
○ Would be good if all parties’ views included in that 
○ Don't understand if we're adding value to this process 
○ Priority: give you points that were missing from our submissions 
○ Should be part of input, not annex 
○ don't need attributions, we all know who owns what, it would just lengthen the              

document 
● Zimbabwe/African Group 

○ Parties’ views should be clearly refl 
○ Keep 1.1, 2.1 
○ There's potential in insuring views captured are clear as possible to have initial             

working doc that we can engage on. 
● EU 

○ Let do a walkback: yesterday we requested time to review your preliminary doc,             
now we have Australia’s proposal, which changes things, but still captures all            
substantive views up to this points. 

○ Remove annexes 2+3 in each subitem, but in exchange replace w. Parties’ ind             
owned attachments. 

○ Could submit anonymously to Co-Facilitators 
○ What to do with clusters 1.1, 2.1? Some say keep them entirely, some say              

streamline them. 
○ EU thinks views of all parties should be captured. 
○ Yesterday we discussed further 1.1, 2.1 did indeed capture all view’s with a few              

exceptions. 
○ Made an intervention in the features group yesterday, refer to features in art. 4              

collectively, not individually 
○ Don't think clusters 1.1, 2.1 need streamlining, but Co-Facilitators could still           

eliminate duplicates 
● Colombia: 

○ Parties should be free to rethink these issues if they want to. 



○ We opened here the door for the parties to engage into substance, that's most              
important 

○ Chile’s proposal yesterday about 3rd option: we will bring that up 
○ We understand we’ll have to do some work between today and tomorrow and will              

engage after that, and will ask Co-Facilitators to streamline document by           
tomorrow 

○ We expect that Co-Facilitators will find space for convergence and divergence in            
proposal 

○ Delete duplicates 
○ Must be clear in tool. 

● Iran 
○ We think that original informal note, there were many difficulties 
○ Our understanding was that it would be good basis for discussions 
○ Difficulties with many parties here yesterday 

● USA 
○ We do believe this is a workable way forward (Australia proposal) have another             

round of submissions to Co-Facilitators in the next day would be a workable             
solution. We trust Co-Facilitators 

○ We agree there would need to be fixes in original 1st pages from yesterday's notes 
○ Not sure what those edits might be but we’d consider it 
○ Hope we come out with lots of ideas, workable form that we can all work on                

together 
● Mexico 

○ Could discuss proposals and move forward with work 
○ We hear some parties that it was quick and didn't have enough time, but we think                

the tool has been useful. This discussion has given us enough time to understand              
prop now 

○ We’ll be very happy to engage on this. 
● Switzerland 

○ I’m afraid it will take more than 1 minute, we have 4 points: 
○ We should be able to comment on those parts in black on the screen 
○ Proposal from Australia might work 
○ Submission without country Identification, something we can't work with here 
○ Important to know who is submitting what 
○ Anonymous submissions invites submissions that we can’t stand 
○ Parties should each put “his” name to submissions 
○ Shouldn’t delete clusters 1.1, 2.1 
○ What do we do if 20 parties submit the same submission? Or slightly different              

submission with commas out of place? Attach all 20? 



○ Worse than the Geneva text. That at least put the same things in the same place 
○ Spent 2 weeks in Bonn without looking at substance 
○ When leaving here we need clear understanding. Next time we must discuss            

serious substance 
○ Absolutely clear we need common understanding that next time we discuss           

substance. 
● Co-Facilitators 

○ Wider issue that should be taken up in contact group with co-chairs 
● India 

○ Responding to Switzerland: we serious reservations on clusters 1.1, 2.1, have           
already explained basis for such views on that cluster, we don't feel comfort with              
balance the structure tries to achieve, we stick to our earlier request to consider              
dropping 1.1, 2.1 

● China/LMDC 
○ Pushing and pulling exercise again and again 
○ Once upon a time we showed some flexibility but fear now there will be more               

pressure in front of us, ½ world's population, maybe life is not easy for us, I don’t                 
know. 

○ In previous session we were repeating “super super super redlines.” 
○ Want to drop clusters 1.1, 2.1, but willing to engage 
○ For the sake of closing this session with a working document, we can be flexible               

to engage with other colleagues with this proposal projected on the screen 
○ That’s the essence of this discussion, some parties raised concern that 3 clusters             

can't fly. We could drop the cluster approach? 
○ We have serious concern on clusters 1.1, 2.1 and then we could drop this and find                

some way out. 
○ AU approach very constructive, not fully satisfied with it be we can work on it. 
○ Our group deserves a golden medal for having most accelerated process under the             

APA and all other issues. We are the most swift and expeditious group. 
○ Proposing to drop them would trigger another debate 
○ Were reluctant to engage in those clusters, i won't repeat reason for the sake of               

time 
○ Drop those clusters because no consensus on them 

● Co-Facilitators 
○ 2 observations: 
○ If there's an informal note coming out of this APA Agenda item #3 consultations,              

it will not be a agreed paper, not something accepting by parties, just something              
that parties are willing to work with in the future 



○ We’re at your disposal, we can do whatever you tell us to, but I don't see a                 
consensus in the room 

○ We really need to resolve this if were the most advanced group in all this process,                
it would really be a shame if we didn't have something to show for that on paper 

● Australia 
○ Sorry for leaving for the toilet earlier 
○ Suggest: if parties agree to provide inputs to Co-Facilitators, they could choose on             

whether or not to be attributed or anonymous 
○ Some willingness for Co-Facilitators to reiterate note based on input from parties 
○ 1.1, 2.1: Co-Facilitators provide iteration of that taking into account all views, just             

give that a try 
● Saudi Arabia 

○ Heard responses from those that wish to have attributions 
○ We don't understand need for attributions 
○ We've learned from past experiences, if we move attributions, difficult to see            

them, because groups collaborate and merge submission into 1 option 
○ Input 1,2,3 banana, apple, etc. 
○ Saudi Arabia wants to be the Camel nickname 
○ Attribution isn’t constructive 
○ Arab group position might find similarities might find similarities with other           

groups. 
○ Would send message of unity to those back home 
○ Attribution of text not constructive at all 
○ Should be able to Identify it ourselves 
○ If 1 party does that, then all parties will do it 
○ Pages 1-10 screenshot of submissions portal attached to it, and that’s it. We don’t              

want to see that 
○ Approach has not been captured in all 3 clusters 
○ Saudi Arabia had sincere attempt to take a step forward, and we really hope it was                

perceived that way, we welcome bilateral comments in the corridors 
○ Sorry for taking some time 

● China/LMDCs 
○ 2 quick points 
○ Time not on our side, in order to show max constructiveness, and make progress              

seem faster than other groups and give us an A+, I’d like to propose a middle                
ground on 2 issues: 

■ Attribution question 
■ Whether or not to have clusters 1.1, 2.1 

○ “I hope my leaders won't kill me when I go back to my capital!” 



○ Australia’s opt in / opt out approach, voluntary attribution, noting concern from            
Arab group 

○ Everyone should be an anonymous angel in this paper 
○ Re: clusters 1.1, 2.1 I think a shortened streamlined version of this, we can trust               

you as Co-Facilitators to shortened text, as shortened as possible, as smart as             
possible, as concise as possible 

○ I can reach some concrete suggestions: 
■ UN paper APA point 2017, point 5 informal note from page 14 to page 17               

under the title “specific element” I think those could be good example for             
your consideration, with spirit of leaving nobody behind. Leave all key           
concept and key points on the table. 

■ Re; cluster 1.1 we need a short version 
■ In previous nonpaper, page 10 could be example, bearing in mind parties            

super redlines in that. Just an example to consider, not the final agreed             
point 

■ I just make a suicide stab to help you Co-Facilitators  
■ Say something very bad very undiplomatic we don't want to replicate any            

turbulence,  
■ We trust you from first day to last day, and my watch begins now 

● Co-Facilitators 
○ I’d like to indicate some steps: and you tell me if it’s agreeable, i assume silence                

means you agreed 
○ First step: all parties are invited to submit proposals on information and on             

accounting, and it is within their discretion as to whether they be named or not 
○ 2nd: with help from secretariat, we will streamline the appendices 1.1, 2.1            

according to what we've heard from you in terms of guidance 
● India 

○ Clarification: it’s 1.1 and 2.1 
● Co-Facilitators: 

○ Yes that's right sorry 
○ We will also go over text again to see if we can streamline further 
○ If party thinks anything is missing from the text or former clusters 1.1, 2.1, please               

send us your additions. 
○ On monday we come back with proposal which will have no status 
○ Im taking a risk because were asked very urgently by co-chairs to produce 1st              

version of informal note 
○ If my Co-Facilitator agrees that we should show it to you before we label it as an                 

informal note, then there is the question of a deadline? We’d propose as a              
deadline for your inputs, tomorrow 11/12 at 5pm 



○ *random guy in the back yells “for the party”* 
○ We will take your inputs by then to put out the “formal            

nothing/elements/material” on the website by tomorrow,  
○ Will also incorporate missing things, ideally before 5 pm tomorrow, ideally           

ASAP 
○ ndcs@unfccc.int, 5 pm accounting and information input aka clusters comments          

to tool (missing things) 
○ On monday tell us if it's acceptable 
○ It's not prejudging in any way 
○ We’ll try and get addl slot, so this isn’t the end of our discussion 

● Saudi Arabia 
○ Propose to make 2 deadlines in order to give you max time to work on it 
○ 1st deadline earlier, at noon, for comments and suggestions if we believe there are              

mistakes in the cluster and structure suggestions, would give you opp to work on              
1.1, 2.1 

○ With regard to attributions, take note of all parties who opt in, and seek maybe               
our views next time since we want some time to read it before we come again on                 
monday 

○ Not attributed until we see them all on monday, than parties can opt in to that on                 
the floor on monday 

○ We've decided that 1.1, 2.1 will be streamlined, where will that be on final paper? 
● Co-Facilitators 

○ On the section where we’d place the streamlined format clusters, i can't give you a               
definite answer now, because we need to see how it works out in the context of                
the paper which we would also streamline, near the section on substance? But             
can’t say for sure yet. 

○ As for the attributions, we are quite relaxed on that, would go along with Saudi               
Arabia’s proposal if people agree on that 

● Marshall Islands 
○ We’re content to go along with your proposals (Co-Facilitators)  
○ We understand point about acceleration process, we need at least until deadline 
○ We're just going to submit appendices from nonpaper 
○ Some delegations have heads of state arriving this evening, so maybe deadline            

should not be earlier than 5 pm 
● Co-Facilitators 

○ It will be 5 pm 
● Switzerland 

○ We don't see benefit of hiding it then revealing it 

mailto:ndcs@unfccc.int


○ We will squeeze name Switzerland in there so that it's impossible to make             
anonymous 

● Co-Facilitators 
○ I thought we could end on that note of laughter 

● Saudi Arabia 
○ Having only 1 parties’ position attribute would encourage others to have their            

contributions attributed, would put our technical negotiators in a very difficult           
position, but hopefully we can work on that 

● China 
○ Small suggestion: very technical suggestion: if those parties want the ref in their             

submission, title parties input, have footnote to identify attribution, that would be            
more helpful, and also make text more clean. 

● Co-Facilitators 
○ Adjourned 


